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ABSTRACT

A shortwave ~nulti-frequencyacoustic backscatter meter (ABM) has been
developed for ~neasuringprofiles of near-bed suspe~zdedsediments in shallow
marine and fluvial environments. The system comprises of a monostatic, active
pulse sonar zlsing three frequencies 5.65, 7.0 and 10.1 MHz, sirnz~ltnncouslyand
over a mnge of 1.28 rn.
is capable of taking ~nesrsure~nents
Before its field d~loyrnentthe ABM was calibrated in a tank, with 40 1 of
recirculating water, against a wide range ofparticle sizes including fin e-sand and
coarse- to medium-silt. Tlie averaged profiles of backscattered pressure rcvenlcd
that the rate of attenuatio~~
increases rapidly with increase in the frequency.
Inspection of the raw data indicated that the size of sztspendedparticles detcrrnines
the amplitude of the backscottered signal more effectively than the quantity.
A model has been developed to convert the measured baekscrrtteredp ressurc
into sediment concentration (~ng/l).The model takes into accoztnt coefficients of
attenuation due to water and sediments as well as beam strength and ttzc acoustic
cross-section ofparticles. Results indicate thnt the model is fairly reliable.

Particulate matter suspended in water is called seston. It ranges in size from a
fraction of a pm to a couple of nun, and in densities between values vely close to that of
seawater (for organic matter) to about 2.65 g/cm3 (for quartz). Sediments are lifted into
suspension when the vertical upward velocity of turbulent eddies exceeds the grain
weight. These particles are transpoi-ted as suspended load by horizontal currents until1

tlley settle out when the currents stop flowing. Hence, current velocity and shear stress
(caused by friction at tlie boundaiy layer) play a vely impol-tant role in sedi~nel~t
transpo1-t. Accurate determination of the size and concentration of suspended sediment
is, tllerefore, considered very important to understand the relationship between flow
dynamics and sediment transpolt.
The application of acoustics for under-water measurement has markedly increased after its successfull militaiy uses like ASDIC (Anti Submarine Detection Investigation Code) and SONAR (Sound Navigation and Ranging). Acoustics are preferred
over other forms of undeiwater sensing for their better impedance (product of soulld
velocity and density of water), relatively longer range of transnlissions and non-intrusive nature. Acoustical methods can provide vely reliable and spontaneous measurements of suspended sediments with high spatial and temporal resolution.
A major difficulty involved in using acoustic devices for measuring suspended
sediment flux is the translation of data from digitized output into a certain concentration (as mg/l). This requires a careful calibration of the instruments prior to their field
deployment. In the last decade or so acoustic devices have been used by several wohers
to obtain profiles of suspended load from marine environments. These include Orr &
Hess (1978); Young et al. (1982); Vincent et al. (1982, 1986); Hay (1983); Hess &
Bedford (1985);Hanes & Vincent (1987); and Vincent & Green (1990). Despite the fact
that so many workers have described and used the technique in recent years a standard
calibration model has not yet been evolved. However, attempts nlade by Youlng et al.
(1982); Tamura & Hanes (1986) and, Thorne et al. (1990) to calibrate the acoustic
devices using semi-empirical techniques are noteworthy.

In this paper also, an attemp has been made to describe a Multi-Frequency
ultrasonic system (Acoustic Backscatter Meter cr ABM for short) and develop a calibration model for it. The system uses three short wavelength frequencies (5.65, 7:0 and
10.1 MHz) simultaneously. The components and working n~echanismof a similar
system, have been discussed by Rehman & Vincent (1988).

THEORY
Before describing the ABM's calibration procedure and model, it is important to
explain some of the basic terms and principles ilivolved in the use of unde~watersound.
(i) The precision of acoustic data depend on the magnitude of signal to noise ratio. Part
of tlie acoustic field at a receiver is the backscattered portion of nn incident signal,
howevel; the remainder is undesired and may be regarded a s the background. This
background may further be classified into noise or reverberation. Noise is produced by
the electronic circuitry of the instrument (self noise) and also by other sources present

.

in water (ambient noise). While reverberation is the slowly decaying portion of backg r o u n d representing the sound scattered towards the source by bottom or other small
smtterers along the transmission path.
Reverberation levels generally increase linearly with the d u l ~ t i o nof pulse, r a n g e
of sonar, and numbers of scatterers. In the present study reverberation was ignored
because the pulse length was 10 p s long and range of the ABM was 128 cm. Noise was
measured directly (ambient/self noise) and subtracted from the output before calculating t h e concentration of suspended sediment.
(ii) Transmission loss is the difference in the amplitude of the incident and backs&ttered
acoustic signal. ~ tis' caused by a loss in the strength incurred during two-way travel of
the signal between the source and the target. TWOimportant phenomena namely,
spreading and attenuation are responsible for this loss. Spreading loss is the geometrically regular weakening of signal as it spalys outward from the source whereby its
intensity decreases and the spreadingloss increases as a square of the range. Attenuation
is however, independent of geometrical spreading and can be caused due to absorption
of t h e signal by water and suspended particles.

Attenuation losses vary linearly with the range and are expressed as the number
of decibels per unit area. They primarily depend on the measuring frequency but are
also affected. by the variations in temperature, salinity, density and depth of water.
Coefficients of attenuation aw (absorption due to water) can be calculated as follows a n d
the results for frequencies used in this research are listed in Table 1 (Fisher &
~ i m m o n s1977)
,
:

Values presented in Table 1 suggest that the absorption of sound by water is
directly proportional to the wavelength of the measuring frequency. This results i n a
r a p i d fall of the range of propagation for higher frequencies and confirms Hunter's
(1970) observation that in underwater acoustics a frequency of 10 MHz is unusable
b e c a u s e the absorption would be more than 30 dB/m. The relationship between
wavelength of various frequencies and range (distance travelled by the beam) suggests
that low frequencies are more useful for long range propagation compared to higher
frequencies (Fig. 1).
LT

(iii) Attenuation by suspendedparticles (as)is not significant atlow concentrations found
in normal marine environments (< 100 mg/l; Libicki et al., 1989). Nonetheless, a t high
c u r r e n t velocity the concentration may considerably increase beyond 100 mg/l, particularly in the boundary layer. Under such circumstances a significant part of the b e a m
p r e s s u r e may be attenuated by the suspended particles also.
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Fig. 1. Thc cffcd of bcam prcssurc attcnu;ition (cluc to water) in a two-wity tr:insmissic)n
diffcrcntfrcqucncics.

he calculation of ns is slightly more complex than aw.It takes into account
t
conc3ntl*ation
and physical properties of the particles including their bulk colnpressibilities, number, radii, densities and shape. It has been suggested that losses due t o
absorption are minor and should be ignored, whereas, scattering is the predominant
cause of attenuation [Hay, 1983; Libicki et al., 1989; Thorne, 1989 (Pers.Conlm)l.
(iv) T h e ensonified fielcl of any transceiver can be divided into two distinct zones the
basis of beam spreading behaviour. The inner circle of high pressure amplitude is termed
a s nearfield separated by a transition zone (mdfrom the perepheral son~ewhatlesser
pressure amplitude circle fnrfield. In the faifield (r > rtlf) the acoustic pressure of t h e
signal is inversely proportional to the distance (r) from the source (Urick, 1983).
Whereas, in the neai%eld (r < rnd the spreading is coinplex and irregular ancl, therefore,
does not fall off smoothly with distance.

In the present work the near-far field transition was determiited from the
expression:

where k is the acoustic ~vavenurnber,and rt is the radius of the transducer. k can be
determined by:

where A represents the wavelength of the beam and its value can be obtained froin A
C/f (the speed of sound in m/s divided by the frequency in Hz).

=

The values of h f t l l u s obtained were 0.87,1.08 and 1.28 111 for 5.65, 7.0 and 10.1
MHz, respectively. If the point (from where the acoustic reflection was to 11e measured)
fell outside the transition zone, for a particular transducer, the actual distance (cin)
was used in the calculations. Howevel; insicle the circle it had to 11e replaced by a n e w
value (1.1) which worked as a first order correction to the neai.field (Thorne et al., 1990):

(v)A high attenuation rate of the 'heamwas anticipated a t the time of designing the ABM
and t o compensate for that loss, Time Variable Gain (TVG) was iacluclecl in the receiver.
The TVG amplifies the signal linrely with time whereby an output of 3 and 4 volts is
produced from an input of 14 and 22 pV, respectively, in a matter of 2.2 m i l l i - S ~ C O I ~ C ~
(Fig. 2). In order to calculate the correction factor for various distances (1') from t h e
transceiver, the gain level at 2.2 milli-seconds was taken as unity (1)and rest of t h e
distances were accordingly scaled down.

I n p u t 22 uVolts
lutput 4

Volts

Input 14 uVolts
Iutput 3 Volts

Fig. 2. Time Variable Gain (TVG). The amplitude of backscattcrcd signal iincrcascs with time
from 14 and 22 micro-volts to 3 and 4 Volts, rcspcctivcly in a nlattcr of 2.2 millisecond.

INSTRUMENTATION

The ABM belongs to monostatic active pzllse SONAR system having three
disc-shaped transducers of 12 mm diameter for 5.65, 7.0 and 10.1 MHz frequencies,
respectively. It emits a burst of individual sound signals (pings of 10 /is duration each)
at a rate of 4 Hz and then remains quiet until1 the next burst. The signal is emitted in a
narrow beam which ensonifies the particles lying in the path of the beam. The particles
backscatter the signal towards the tranceiver where it is received, a s backscatteredpressure (Pb), digitized, amplified and recorded as a complete profile.
Between amplification and recording a n important phenomenon of range-gating
of the return signal also took place. At the end of each ping the transceiver starts
receiving echos continuously. These echos are grouped into independent cells after
every 12.5 ps in order to produce a single average digitized Pb value from successive
range-cellsof about 1cm height. Thus a complete profile contains 128 Pb values for the
128 cm working range of the ABM.
Due to the shortage of recording space and to get reliable data, significant
temporal and spatial averaging of the signal was performed before recording. The
profile of128 Pb values was reduced to 31 by vertical averaging of adjacent cells. The top
most 64 cm are represented with a resolution of 8 em,the next 32 cm with a rseolution

of 4 cm, and the near-bottom 32 cm with a 2 em vertical resolution. The first 8 c m
distance (nearest to the transceiver) was discarded and the space was used to record t h e
date and time of the burst. Similarly, data from all the pings of a burst was temporally
averaged to give a single P b value per segment per burst.

CALIBRATION

Preparation
Calibration exercises of the ABM were performed in l m long cylindrical plastic
tank with a capacity of about 42 litres of water (Fig. 3). At the open base of the tank a
funnel and a small pump were fixed to recirculate water through an external hose and
a diffuser at the top of the tank. This was necessary to keep the particles uniformly
suspended in the tank throughout the exercise. The tank was vertically mounted on a
frame with one transceiver (at a time) positioned a t the top, looking straight down along
its central axis. The data were recorded in a logger connected through a cable to t h e
transceivers, whereas an oscillo-scopewas used to dispaly the signal simultaneously.

Fig. 3. Photograph showing the cylindrical tank, the pump, the external hose and ABM far
laboratory calibration.

It was essential to ensure the cleanliness of the system before starting exercises.
Therefore, all components of the system including tank, funnel, pump and hose were
thoroughly washed with a brush and rinsed repeatedly with clean water. The tank was
then filled with about 40 1 of filtered tap water and the pump was turned on to start
circulation of water in the system (for 10-15 minutes) to enable the air bubbles to
surface up and die out.
To calibrate the ABM against a wide range of particles, sediments of four
different sizes were used in calibration. These included particles with a mean diameter
of 125,50,40, and 30 pm. Between each sediment size, however, the tank was emptied,
washed thoroughly and refilled with clean water. The concentration of all samples was
gradually increased from 1 through 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 g per 40 1 of water in the tank.
Acoustic measurements were recorded a t each step with the 3 transceivers of the ABM,
independently.

Methodology
The first,set of nleasurements recorded by 3 transceivers of the ABM were with
clean water in the tank to measure the noise. This was followed by injecting one gram
of sediment into the tank which was allowed to circulate in the system for about 10
minutes to obtain a uniform distribution of the particles. At this stage the ABM was
triggered externally to measure the concentration as Pb value for the transceiver using
5.65 MHz frequency. The next 2 measurements were recorded by using t h e
transceivers for 7.0 and 10.1 MHz, respectively. The concentrations were likewise
raised incrementally and data were recorded for all the 3 frequencies.
In order to obtain reliable acoustic data evely sediment sample was r u n three
times. On each occasion about half a litre of water was siphoned out from the niiclclle of
the tank to measure the suspended sediment concentration directly. The water sample
was immediately filtered through a pre-weighed filter paper of high retention. After
drying the paper, weight of the sediment per sample was determined and converted into
mg/l. Average values of suspended sediment concentration in the tank, obtained by
direct sampling are presented in Table 2.
After extensive temporal and spatial averaging of the data, a single profile
consisting of 31 P b values was produced per burst for each frequency. Background
noise, measured during respective empty runs, was subtracted from the raw data and
&%?ecTed 2% ~ e s m r n ~ k i ~ G y @ & h d b - s e e A & ~ e n e I l a l & a p 1Eg 4). It i s
clearly evident from the figure that, size of the scatterers is more important than their
number in producing high Pb values. The gradual drop in Plu values (from 20 cm
downwar&) reflect upon attenuation of the beam due to water and sediment. Abrupt
termination of various curves along the X-axis for 7.0 and 10.1 MHz, clearly indicates

that attenuation of the beam increases linearly with increase in the frequencies. Thus
it was decided to abaondon the use of 10.1 MHz frequency for determining concentrations, on the basis of its extremely high attenuation rate.

TABLE 2. CONCENTRATIONS (mg/l) MEASURED BY SAMPLING FROM THE
TANK DURING CALIBRATION EXERCISE (AVERAGE OF 3 RUNS).
Sediment szie
/l m

Amount of sedirnent/40 1water in the tank
lg
2g
3g
4g
5g
log

CONVERSION OF BACKSCATTER DATA INTO CONCENTRATIONS
According to acoustic backscatter theory, the amplitude of backscattered signal
(Pb) from a suspension of an aggregate of particles a t range r in the far field, is given by:

where B represents acoustic cross-section of the sediment and the beam strength, C(r)
is the concentration of suspended particles at a distance r from the device, cww and as are
+he coefficients of beam pressure attenuation due to water and sediment, respectively.
The factor of 2 in the exponential represents 2-way travel of the sound.
However, to convert the measured Pb value into suspended sediment concentration, equation I11 can be re-written as:
C = [(Pb x r)/B x TVG x exp' (2r aw + as C(r) dr)I2

(IV)

where r represents the farfield (r > mf)of the transceiver and TVG is the correction,
factor for time variable gain as a: function of range. If, however, P b values from the
nearfield'(r < mf)are to be converted, r is substituted by rl (see equation 11).
The values of B, il~cludingacoustic cross-section of the sediment and the beam
strength, were calculated for all the three frequencies as follows:
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DISCUSSION AND CC)NCLUSIONS

T h e calibration illode1 (equation IV) was uscd to convert tlic field data, comprising of r a w P b profiles, into conccntration. The results secmecl fairly reliable and clearly
c~cmonstratedthat, of the tlirec frequencies uscd by the ABM, 5.65 MHz was most
useful while, 10.1 MIrz was practically unnsal~ledue to their respective attenuation
rates. T h e key factor, l~esidesow and cts, in the inoctel s c a n s to l x the value of B.
h a c c u r a t e values of any of tlie three pnramcters, inentioned al~ove,may lead to
unccllaintics in the filial coimntration.
Data in Tal~lc3 shows a definite variation in the values of B with changes i n the
sedinlent cliaincter. IIencc, priority should be given to sampling water from t h e sea
to know the size of material in
from heights corresponding to the ABM nlcas~~rernents
suspeilsion. During oar esercise sieved scrlilne~ltswith short range of diameters, were
used for calibrat,ion and values oEB were dcterinined f o r each size sparately. 13owever,

40 p m SILT

Distance from transducer ( c m )
Fig. 4. (Continu~ld)cc) 1'1,t'ro~n10.1 hlII/, l'~.ivlr~clnry,

The rationale 11eliiucZusing a slmrt;wuvclangtli ~~lulI.i-fi.ctl~~cliey
sysf'cln was t,o l ~ c
able to distinguish various sizes in suspcnsian (fi ilcr scrlhncnts). I Iowevcr, the p ruscnl
model can only calculate concentrntions for u homogencaus suspmsian of uniform size
pal-ticles. The choice of frequcncics used for ~ncasura~nent,
1x1s to 11c appropriate
(preferably b e b e e n 2 and 5 MHz)because higher freclucilcics call not 11c cfft'ct,ively
propagated over a range of 1 111.
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